
Food Web Project  Name _____________________________ 

   Date __________ Period _____ 
 

Part 1  - Food Chains 

Read the Background Information and then complete the following. 

1. Explain the role of each of the following in a food chain:  

a. Abiotic factors ___________________________________________________________ 

b. Producers ______________________________________________________________ 

c. Consumers _____________________________________________________________ 

d. Decomposers ___________________________________________________________ 

2. What types of organisms are eaten by each of the following?  

a. Primary consumer ________________________________________________________ 

b. Secondary consumer _____________________________________________________ 

c. Tertiary consumer ________________________________________________________  

3. Cut out the organism cards provided. Use them to create 4 unique food chains with 4 or 5 
organisms each and record the sequence below. Always start with a producer. 
 

A. _____________ → _____________ →_____________ →_____________ →_____________  

(__producer___)    (_primary cons._)   (____________)    (____________)    (____________) 
 
B. _____________ → _____________ →_____________ →_____________ →_____________  

(____________)     (____________)    (____________)    (____________)    (____________) 
 
C. _____________ → _____________ →_____________ →_____________ →_____________  

(____________)     (____________)    (____________)    (____________)    (____________) 
 
D. _____________ → _____________ →_____________ →_____________ →_____________  

(____________)     (____________)    (____________)    (____________)    (____________) 
 
4. For each food chain you made, label each organism as producer, primary consumer,  

secondary consumer, tertiary consumer, or decomposer.  

5. Give an example of an organism that could fit into more than one category on a food chain and 

explain. _____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Where does all the energy in a food chain come from originally? ________________________ 

7. What do all 4 food chains that you created have in common? ___________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 

Part 2: 
Food Web 

Part 4 Part 3 

Part 2  - Building a Food Web 

 
The Part 1 activity focused on food chains. In reality, food chains are much more simplified than 
what actually happens in nature. Review the background information for food webs and answer the 
following questions. Then carefully follow the instructions to create a food web of your own.  

1. What is the difference between a food chain and a food web? __________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. When studying an ecosystem, why is it better to use a food web than a food chain?       

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Creating a Food Web:  

A. Using the organism cards from Part 1, select a food chain with 5 links.  

B. Arrange the 5 organisms with the producer in the bottom center of the large paper. DO NOT 
GLUE YET! Place the other 4 organisms above the producer in a line. Leave some space 
between the organisms. 

C. You will now start adding to the food chain to create a web that shows a larger portion of the 
relationships in an ecosystem. First choose a second producer that may also be eaten by the 
primary consumer in your food chain. (example: you may have chosen grass and a 
grasshopper for the first 2 links. Add sagebrush or wheatgrass because it could also be eaten 
by a grasshopper.) Place the new producer near the other producer at the bottom of the chain, 
but off to one side. 

D. Next add another primary consumer that eats one or both of the producers. Place it near the 
primary consumer from your original chain. (Maybe you add a mouse next to the grasshopper 
because it also eats grass.) 

E. Continue filling out the food web until you have 15-20 organisms placed on the web. You MUST 
include at least 3 producers, 3 primary consumers, 3 secondary consumers, 3 tertiary 
consumers, and 3 decomposers. EVERY organism you place must either eat or be eaten by at 
least one other organism on the web. (15 is acceptable, but 20 is better.) 

F. Arrange your web nicely so that there is some space for 
writing around and between all organisms. Organisms 
should be placed low or high on the page based on 
which trophic level they occupy.  The web should be 
taking up most of the center portion of the page, but 
LEAVE SEVERAL INCHES on either side of the web for 
future steps.  

G. Now glue down the pieces.  

H. Color the organisms in your food web to make them look nicer. 

I. Add energy flow arrows. The energy flows from the producer to the consumer, so the arrow 
should go from the producer to the consumer. CAREFUL! There will be many arrows on your 
web. Most organisms eat or are eaten by multiple things so this is going to get complicated. 
Keep it NEAT!  

 

 



 

Part 3  - Involvement of the 5 Kingdoms 

A. READ 4.3 on pages 102-107 of the textbook. 

B. Select one or more organisms in your food web from each of these kingdoms: bacteria, fungi, 
protists, plants and animals. (If you have zero members of a kingdom included in your web, you 
must add to the web using your left over cards.)  

C. Make notes on scratch paper before placing information on your large paper so you know how 
much space will be needed.  

D. In each kingdom bubble or box include: 

a. The name of the kingdom. 

b. Examples of members of the kingdom that are in your web. 

c. What trophic level is usually occupied by the organisms in the kingdom? 

d. A full explanation of the role typically played by the members of the kingdom in your food 
web. Be specific.  

E. On the RIGHT side of your large paper, you will be making 5 large bubbles or boxes.  

a. Place the bubbles or boxes so that they are along the right side of the food web near an 
example of an organism in that kingdom. Use color around the bubbles, or create the 
bubbles on colored paper and attach them.  

b. If possible. Use a line (of a different color from the energy arrows) to point at the 
example of the kingdom in your food web.  
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Part 4  - Food Web Interference and Impacts  

The last step of your project is to analyze what would happen to your food web if there were 

interference from pollution, extinctions, or invasive species. You will be adding impact statements 
to the left side of your project paper. (If you did not leave room, add paper to the side with tape or 
staples) 

 

READ the background information carefully. Highlight where appropriate. Then write an impact 

statement about each of the following interference scenarios. Your impact statements should be a 
paragraph long and give a thorough analysis of possible impacts on the food web.  

A: Mercury Contamination 

Assume that mercury is entering your food web through the surface water that your producers 
absorb, as well as the lakes and ponds the consumers drink and eat from. Remember the rule of 
10. Each trophic level increases the amount of a pollutant in their flesh by 10 times over the food 

that they eat. Explain the impact of mercury on the health of your food web.  

B: Extinctions 

Suppose that your food web is near a farm that uses crop dusting to spray insecticide. The 
overspray has killed all the insects in your food web. What is the impact to the other organisms in 
your food web?  

C: Invasive Species 

After a day of hiking in the woods, you have cheat grass seeds in your socks. They fall out while 

walking through the area that your food web ecosystem is located. The cheat grass sprouts and 
spreads aggressively forcing other plants out. Cheat grass has low nutrition value. Write an impact 
statement for what will happen in your food web.  
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